ABSTRACT Via the idea of social computing, a simple experimental model is developed as a reference for exploring the variation of journal impact factors, particularly between different disciplines. Our model intends to simulate the publication and citation behaviors of the articles in journals belonging to a similar discipline, in a distributed manner. Based on the citation networks generated, the mechanism of influence from several fundamental factors to the trend of impact factor is better revealed. These factors include the average review cycle, the average number of references, and yearly distribution of references. The analysis also reveals a satisfactory capability of the model for approximation between actual data and simulation results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Journal impact factor (JIF) is the most important indicator to rank and grade academic journals, which is the ratio obtained from dividing citations received in one year by papers published in the two previous years [1] . The value of the impact factor is jointly affected by sociological and statistical factors, including the subject area of journal, the type of journal (letters, full papers, reviews), the average number of authors per article, the number of articles per journal and the size of citation measurement window [2] , [3] . Generally speaking, these factors can be roughly sorted to three main aspects. 1) Subject difference. Results in certain fields require relatively more time to mature because of the delay in recognition [4] . The variation is so significant that the top journal in one field may have an impact factor lower than the bottom journal in another area [5] . 2) Number of references. In essence, impact factor is calculated through the count of references, thus, it is possible to be improved by the increase in number and
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Pasquale De Meo. quality of references. Also, if more references are convincing to editors and reviewers, then the authors tend to add more references [6] . 3) Publication delay. Intuitively speaking, journals with short publication delay tend to receive higher impact factors [7] , [8] . Based on simulations, Guang et al. [8] hypothesize that there possibly exists an approximate inverse linear relation between the average publication delay and JIF in any specific field. Bornmann [9] endeavors to compare JIFs between journals by calculating ''confidence intervals''.
There exists drastic difference in the levels of impact factors over different disciplines. Both the journal rankings released by Clarivate Analytics and Chinese Academy of Sciences rank the academic journals by quartering them into Q1∼Q4. It can be seen that the threshold of Q1 in biology and chemistry can even reach up to 8.97 and 7.64 respectively, whereas by sharp contrast, the threshold of Q1 in mathematics is lower than 2. Such a phenomenon is well worth exploring.
The motivation of our series of work on the subject of JIF dynamics originates from the wish to elucidate the mechanism of how the impact factor values are affected by the fluctuation of certain factors in the process of publication, which is mainly threefold: 1) the mechanism to explain the intensive variation of impact factors among different disciplines; 2) the synthesis of a virtual experimental model which can adequately simulate the citation behaviors via generating citation networks; 3) the mechanism to explain the differentiation of impact factors within a similar discipline. The theme of the current paper focuses on the first two issues.
The key idea of the approach here is based on distributed social computing, for empirically simulating the trends of impact factors and analyzing the correlations between impact factor and certain publication factors. The approach is rooted within the theoretical framework of parallel social computing [10] , [11] . Most of the parallel social systems are agentbased and networked, with some of the analytical properties potentially acquirable by relevant theories in systems science, e.g. swarm stability [12] - [14] and controllability [15] - [17] . Such a framework can be traced back to the dynamic model of segregation proposed by Schelling [18] , who won the Nobel prize later, and to the famous ''sugarscape'' model of Epstein and Axtell [19] . Now, it has been extensively and effectively applied for analyzing various complex social systems, e.g. [20] , [21] . The objective of parallel simulation systems is not for comprehensively and quantitatively mimicking the real-world counterparts, instead, it should be very instrumental for manifesting, validating, and enlightening the possibility of some of the phenomena and principles, qualitatively.
The primary contribution of this paper can be summarized as three facets. 1) A parallel model is developed to simulate the dynamics of impact factors of journals, mainly based on determining appropriate citation networks. 2) According to the behaviors of the model, several principles on how impact factor values are affected by the variance of certain factors in publication are revealed. 3) Particularly, it is clarified how the magnitude difference of impact factors between different disciplines comes into being.
So far as our knowledge is concerned, systematic rigorous researches on the analysis of JIF dynamics are yet to appear in the literature, not to mention those based on parallel simulation systems. We believe our study can provide meaningful theoretical hints and enrich the relevant literatures for better comprehending the mechanism of JIF dynamics and consequentially facilitating the management of academic journals. This paper is organized as follows. The main framework of the model is described in detail in Section 2. The relation between impact factors and certain elements is analyzed in Section 3. Section 4 provides the simulation of the impact factors of four journals in distinct disciplines, and then compares the model data with the real data from 2005 to 2015 of those journals, intuitively. Finally, this paper is concluded in Section 5.
II. MODEL FORMULATION
In this study, a virtual program is developed to generate citation networks, in which articles are published and cited in sequence. The articles are created one by one in our program. Each time a new article is added, the set of articles is correspondingly incremented by one item, which can be regarded as a new vertex in the citation network. The number of cites an article has already received is the degree of the corresponding vertex. The number of new edges that grow out of a newly added vertex is the number of references of this new article. Whether or not a new vertex should link to any existing vertex is determined randomly, via a connectivity probability P cite . In this way, a portrait of citation network gradually grows up.
Impact factor changes year by year. When the number of cites and number of articles are already counted from a given concrete citation network, the yearly impact factor of a journal can be calculated as follows [22] :
where IF(k) ∈ R + denotes the JIF of the kth year; n articles (k − 1) ∈ N denotes the number of articles published in the (k-1)th year; and n cites (k, k − 1) ∈ N denotes the number of those cites received during the kth year by the articles published in the (k-1)th year. The key is how to properly determine the value of P cite . The simulation model is discrete-timed and the unit of time is month. The main procedure of the program can be divided into two stages.
The first stage is the initial setup of the model, in which some essential information is set, namely:
1) The number of journals.
2) The number of issues of a journal published per year.
3) The number of articles published per issue.
4) The average review cycle of journals. This value represents the length of interval between two time points, which are the time of an article being submitted and the time of the article being published. 5) The average number of references per article in a journal. 6) Some other relevant parameters. In this model, similar discipline is recognized by identical settings, whereas different disciplines are differentiated through changing the settings above.
The second stage is the design of citation behavior, which is most important. In this study, inspired by some recent abstract models on bibliometrics [23] , it is supposed that P cite , the probability of an article to be cited by another article in the same discipline, is jointly determined by three factors.
A. THE INTRINSIC QUALITY OF AN ARTICLE q
The intrinsic quality of the article is scored by a number q ∈ (0, 10). In reality, it is a fact that the quality of most of articles is mediocre leveled, and those articles with extremely high or low quality would rarely appear. meanwhile, the articles that hold relatively lower levels is the mainstream. Therefore, the overall quality of all articles follows a skewed distribution with certain expectation and variance [24] , as illustrated in FIGURE 1. In this model, the relation between P cite and q is supposed to be linear and positive, i.e. the corresponding effect function is
with x = q ∈ (0, 10) and accordingly y ∈ (0, 1).
B. THE NUMBER OF CITES AN ARTICLE RECEIVES n
Humans are social animals (as famously noted by Aristotle) and our opinions or selections are heavily influenced by our peers. Thus, it should be a principle that P cite of an article is higher if the current number of citations of this article is greater. The effect of the number of existing cites to P cite is depicted by a function y = f (x), where y is a multiplying factor to the ultimate probability, which holds several qualitative properties:
(i) The function is increasing in the interval (0, +∞).
(ii) The slope of the function is always decreasing in the interval (0, +∞).
According to the above principles, the function can be written as the following form.
with tanh(•) being the hyperbolic tangent function, x ∈ N being the number of cites already achieved, y ∈ (0, 1) being the weight factor to P cite , and γ ∈ R + the parameter shaping the overall slope of the curve. FIGURE 2 illustrates two curves of y = f (x) with different parameter values.
Remark 1:
The greater the parameter γ , namely the less steep the curve, an article would be more inclined to be cited in the specific discipline.
Remark 2: It is known that citation network is among the most typical scale-free networks [25] . The virtual citation networks generated by the model here are well compatible FIGURE 2. Relation between effect to probability of an article to be cited and number of cites already achieved.
with this rule. The effect to the probability of connectivity is also an increasing function of the degrees of existing vertices. Compared with the basic setting of BA scale-free network [25] , the only major difference is that the function here is nonlinear, whereas the function defined in [25] is linear and simpler. By observing FIGURE 2, one knows that the curves approximate linear in particular intervals, especially when the vertex degree is low. Thus, the citation networks generated here is more general, with the basic BA scale-free networks being particular instances.
C. THE ARTICLE AGE t
Timeliness of research achievements has different effect in different basic sciences. For instance, in certain theoretical disciplines, the existing literatures that have been fully validated are more likely to be cited, whereas in contrast, scholars of certain experimental disciplines prefer to cite newer scientific achievements. In such a context, a function y = g(x) also arises for describing the relation between the effect to P cite and the article age, which is the number of months between the publications of the cited and citing article. For rationality, this function should follow two qualitative principles.
(i) lim
The function is increasing in the interval (−∞, 0). In accordance with such principles, the function can be expressed as follows:
where tanh(•) is hyperbolic tangent function; x = t ∈ Z − indicates the article age, with its unit being a month; y ∈ (0, 1) is a coefficient to the probability of the article to be cited; α is the parameter reflecting the horizontal translation of the curve; and β is the parameter shaping the overall slope. (see FIGURE 3 ).
Remark 3:
The horizontal shift and the slope of the curve are determined by the parameters α and β, respectively. Qualitatively speaking, a flatter curve shows a longer citation FIGURE 3. Relation between article age and weight factor to probability of an article to be cited.
life cycle of articles, while a steeper one indicates a reversed situation with newer articles being more inclined to be cited.
Finally, according to the above design of citation behavior, the probability of an article to be cited in our model can be synthesized as a combination of a series of factors, taking the following form.
where q denotes the intrinsic quality of an article, n denotes the number of cites an article has and t denotes the article age.
With the configuration of model described thoroughly, there still exist two issues needing to be remarked further. First, usually citations only occur among those specific articles about a relevant topic, however, since we only address the journals within a similar discipline here, the setting of citation behavior can be simplified without taking the differences of particular topics into consideration. Second, the probability to cite P cite is the core of the program, and what really influences the result of the citation network topology is just the relative value of P cite with respect to other articles, rather than the absolute value.
By the end of this section, one should note that the most distinct feature of the analysis based on parallel systems is that a parallel model stands independently, and can itself be regarded as an instance of real systems, being a feasible alternative, implementation, reference, or compensation of the corresponding class of systems in real world. Therefore, it is not urgent to pursue accuracy in modeling. Besides, such an approach is especially suitable for treating situations with ultra-complex mechanism or with unavailable data.
III. RELATION BETWEEN IMPACT FACTOR AND CERTAIN ELEMENTS
In reality, usually the top journals in each discipline are the best representative of the characteristics and research foci of the corresponding discipline. In this section, four typical journals are thereby chosen as references, with the average impact factors from 2005 to 2015, the average review cycles as well as the average numbers of references being collected and shown in TABLE 1. It should be remarked that the data is obtained by manual counting. Specifically, we randomly select 300 article samples for each journal and calculate the average number of references. Similarly, according to the date of submission and publication displayed in the articles, the average review cycles can be easily computed.
By comparing and analyzing the data from TABLE 1, an intuitive speculation yields that the impact factor of a journal is correlated with the average review cycle and the average number of references of the journal. To verify this speculation, the relation between the impact factor and corresponding particular elements is simulated. See FIGURE 4 and FIGURE 5.
By observing the variation curves of FIGURE 4 and FIGURE 5, it can be found that the overall trends of impact factors are analogous under different parameter settings (α = 100, β = 30, & γ = 10 and α = 15, β = 10, & γ = 3). It is evident that the impact factor of journals belonging to a specific discipline is intensively influenced by two factors, 
TABLE 2. Yearly distribution of references in four journals (%).
which are the average review cycle and the average number of references. The impact factor of journal with the average number of references 40 or 20 is generally higher than the impact factor of another journal with the average number of references 10. This implicates that the greater the average number of references of a journal, the higher the impact factor of the journal would tend to be. Furthermore, it is observable that the impact factor of a journal is correspondingly decreasing with the average review cycle becoming longer (although with some small fluctuations), especially when the average review cycle reaches to 12 months.
Moreover, in the process of manual counting, by comparing the yearly distribution of references of these journals, it can be found that the yearly distribution of references of experimental disciplines (Nature Cell Biology/ Nature Chemical Biology) are mainly concentrated in the period 2000∼2015 (up to 98.5% and 86.4% respectively), whereas in contrast, the percentages of references of journals in engineering and theoretical disciplines (IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control/ Linear Algebra and its Applications) before 2000 are 29.2% and even 51.7%, respectively (TABLE 2) . Such an observation indicates that the intuitive speculation about the monotonous correlation between JIF and the general range of yearly distribution of references conforms to the actual situation since the yearly distributions of references are explicitly distinguished among different basic sciences here.
The parallel model could provide an assistance for qualitatively and experimentally analyzing the relation of the impact factors and the yearly distribution of references, see TABLE 3 and TABLE 4 .
Comparing the data in TABLE 3 and TABLE 4 , under different conditions (average number of references is 30 & 20 and average review cycles is 4 & 10, respectively), a phenomenon can be seen that the average impact factors would increasingly grow with the decrease of parameter values α and β. It is worth remarking that the values of α and β jointly reflect the citation life cycle of articles, where a steeper one, namely lesser β indicates that the corresponding journals in some particular discipline tend to cite newer articles, while a greater β signifies longer citation life cycle of articles and wider range of yearly distribution of references in that discipline.
IV. SOME FURTHER EXPERIMENTS
This section will illustrate the possibility of approximation to real journals, which aids to partially verify the effectiveness and rationality of the model. One should be aware that it is not important whether or not an ideal approximation can be achieved. Perfect approximation is not the ultimate pursue of experimental analysis based on parallel simulation systems, whereas instead, finding general laws hiding behind the realworld phenomena is the very pursue. Thus, the discussion in this section is less significant than the last section.
Referring to the collected data (TABLE 1), the trends of impact factors of four journals can well be approximated, with appropriate initial settings in the model. See TABLE 5 and FIGURE 6 .
From the curves shown in FIGURE 6, under certain conditions (the average review cycles, average number of references, and average impact factor are basically similar), it can be seen that the trends of impact factors of different disciplines during a decade (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) is roughly approximated by the experimental model.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The main purpose of this paper is to explore the principles on variation of impact factors. Our research is committed to provide a novel experimental method based on virtual parallel systems, which can generate citation networks within a discipline and is helpful for understanding the cause of certain phenomena, such as the conspicuous difference of impact factor levels among different disciplines, and further clarify the mechanism of impact factor change. Relevant series of research can provide enlightening hints for managing and enhancing academic journals.
According to the simulation results and analysis on actual data, it can be inferred that the overall impact factor level of journals in a discipline is intensively influenced by three factors, which are the average review cycle, the average number of references and the yearly distribution of references. Concretely speaking, a journal in a discipline which has a relatively shorter review cycle tends to have a higher impact factor. In addition, the typical number and the yearly distribution of references in a discipline not only present the timeliness of research achievements, but also contribute to affecting the overall impact factors.
It is worth remarking that intuition taken for granted is virtually undependable in science, until it is verified by sufficient evidence and rational inference. Objectively speaking, without the approach and the aid of simulation experiments, it would be difficult to derive explicit evidence for the statistical correlations.
So far, this paper just provides a preliminary view along the route of experimental study based on parallel models. However, a series of meaningful future work can be conducted subsequently, combining approaches in scientometrics and social computing. For instance, an interesting research on how the impact factors are differentiated within a similar discipline can be carried out by extending the current model, with the manuscript submission behaviors taken into account; also, certain phenomena observed in experiments could possibly be explained in analytical or statistical manners. 
